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Details of Visit:

Author: Markyb1234
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 22 Sep 2019
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

I understand that GFE Sheffield has recently opened in the current location. It feels and looks brand
new and is done out to a high standard. Booking was easy and efficient. Lots of discreet outside the
parlour, which is just off the M1 motorway. 

The Lady:

Maria's description is accurate. She is a young 30 something. Very attractive and so friendly. I must
say her photos are very classic glamour photos and she fits the bill but she is so much more than
the stereotype. She has bags of personality and is very passionate. 

The Story:

What can I say... Maria, Maria I just met a girl called Maria! Wow, wow, wow! I had just finished
getting dried off from the lovely shower when Maria walked in with that gorgeous big smile of hers. It
was my first time with Maria and won't be my last.

Maria was dressed in classy underwear and I dropped my towel and we had a very passionate dfk,
which was a very nice to get to know each other. This experience should be one of your 5 a day lol
xx. Maria complemented me on my kissing technique but you've got to experience her for yourself.
Those lips, that tongue, mmm xx.

My cock was rock hard by now so Maria invited me to sit at the edge of the bed and removed her
underwear to reveal an awesome body with some great tits (all real). She then started licking and
sucking my balls, while wanking my cock. I was loving it. Next she deep throated my cock, still
managing to hold a conversation lol xx. You will find out if you do meet Maria that she can talk and
talk lol xx. She is a very laid back and witty person and I would it hard to believe you wouldn't leave
the gorgeous Maria without a smile on your face and a spring in your step.

We then moved onto the bed into a very nice 69, where I got to lick and finger that lovely juicy
pussy. Meanwhile my cock was getting deep throated. I then suggested Maria lay back while I got
to work on licking and fingering her pussy, while she rubbed her clit.
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Time now for the condom and a bout of missionary with me on top trusting my cock deep into
Maria's pussy and that awesome sound of my body and legs slapping against her arse. All the time
she was moaning and encouraging me to fuck her and we deep French kissed once again adding to
the girlfriend experience.

I just had to fuck her from behind so we got into doggy style and what a sight that was, with my cock
sliding in and out of her wet pussy. I held onto those hips and fucked her hard and at one point I
asked if I could pull her back and she said yes but not too hard. I could feel myself getting ready to
cum so Maria laid near the edge of the bed so I could wank off over those lovely tits. I was wanking
hard and Maria was encouraging me and at the same time opened her legs and started rubbing her
pussy and clit hard. Not long after I came on her tits and we cleaned up and both showered.

I would definitely recommend a visit to see the gorgeous Maria. I will certainly be seeing her again
to explore many of her list of likes, maybe a two girl experience? Think she also works at GFE Bury
so that's a good excuse to go to Bury lol xx 
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